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I. Introduction
For many, the Arctic’s harsh environment, remoteness, and sparse
population are what make it so unique and beautiful. But these same qualities
also make establishing reliable and fast telecommunications infrastructure in the
region extremely difficult – particularly with regard to the North American
Arctic. Indeed, these conditions make the installation of any telecommunications
system, much less one with modern dependability and speed, an arduous
undertaking. Yet connectivity is a necessity in the modern age and demands in
the High North are only increasing. For example, governments and industry are
seeking to expand services and operations northward as climate change opens up
the once ice-locked region.

In turn, locals aspire to interact with and take

advantage of the opportunities of the wider world. Regardless of whether one
appreciates or opposes the pace and forces behind northern development, Arctic
telecommunications infrastructure – whether supplying basic services or
facilitating personal and economic ambitions – is inadequate for both current
and future demand.
II. The “Digital Divide”
There exists a “digital divide” between Arctic and southern communities in
terms of telecommunications capacities.1
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infrastructure and costs of northern and southern locales illuminates this
expansive gulf.
For

Arctic

Canada,

the

government

commissioned

2011

Arctic

Communications Infrastructure Report (ACIA) determined that there was
widespread bandwidth shortage, high costs to users, reliability and quality issues,
and inadequate coverage.2
In terms of connection speeds, data from the Canadian Radio-Television
and Telecommunications Commission shows that in the northern territory of
Nunavut 99 percent of households had broadband speeds of 1.5-4.9 megabits per
second (Mbps) available to them.3 But only 29 percent had speeds of 5-9.9 Mbps
available and zero percent had access to anything greater.4 While Yukon and
Northwest Territories had substantially higher household availability percentages
for 5-9.9 Mbps speeds and greater,5 in terms of application to their Arctic regions
this data is likely skewed due to the presence of more southern urban centers.
When determining Arctic connection speeds for Canada’s territories, it is
important to remember that most North American Arctic communities have their
Internet supplied by a limited number of satellites that are put forth as providing
nationally mandated 5 mbps speeds.6 A 2014 government commissioned report,
however, found that “Yukon and [Northwest Territories] have an average of 2.6
Mbps per household…while Nunavut has an average of 1.5 Mbps per household.”7
This is quite concerning given that the average web page size has surpassed 2.1
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megabytes (mb) in size.8 Furthermore, comparing the territories to the provinces
– each one of which has household availability percentages greater than 50
percent for speeds of 10-15.9, 16-24.9, and 25-100 Mbps9 – illuminates a stark
north-south divide.

The Arctic accessibility of these speeds must also be

compared to Canada’s national average speed of 11.6 Mbps, as determined by
Akamai Technologies and presented in their quarterly State of the Internet
Report for the first quarter of 2015.10
But, for a clearer picture of the situation, connection speeds should be
placed alongside limitations on the amount of data that Arctic communities can
consume. According to the ACIA, “[C]aps are imposed on users by all service
providers [in] order to manage bandwidth usage.”11 These caps can range from 6
to 30 gigabytes (gb) per month,12 with fees for overages.13
Overage fees bring to the fore another key impediment to Arctic
telecommunications use: high cost.

Numerous government commissioned

studies highlight the prohibitive expense to consumers of northern connections
compared to equal and superior services in more southern communities.14 The
ACIA notes that “[w]hile there may be more capacity available for purchase, very
few can afford to purchase what they need.”15 The difference between north and
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south is particularly stark in the case of Nunavut, where 5 Mbps Internet access
costs roughly $180 in the capital of Iqaluit and $370 in rural areas.16

This

compares unfavorably with provincial urban area costs of $25-$55 and rural area
costs of $32-$130.17
The situation in the Canadian Arctic is mirrored in the U.S. Arctic. It has
been noted in proceedings before the U.S. National Telecommunications and
Information Administration that “Alaska, particularly in the rural areas and
above the Arctic Circle, lacks the basic communications and other infrastructure
present in the lower 48 states.”18 In rural Alaska, a 2015 report from the U.S.
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) found that 81 percent of households
lacked access to 25 Mbps Internet speeds.19 While connections in northern rural
hubs can achieve from 20-30 Mbps,20 speeds across the region are actually quite
a ways below this level: “[T]he average download speed in rural areas of Alaska
rarely tops 3 Mbps. Plus, there are still 21,000 households and 6,000 businesses
without any access to broadband at all.”21 This clearly falls a good deal short of
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the United States’ average connection speed of 11.9 Mbps22 and Alaska’s average
of 8.2 Mbps.23
In terms of data limits and costs, northern Alaskans face the same caps,
overage fees, and elevated service charges as northern Canadians.24
But perhaps more so than numbers and technical information, a common
practice across the Arctic best illuminates the significant telecommunications
limitations of the region. Due to slow connections and high costs, it is common
to mail Universal Serial Bus (USB) digital data storage devices rather than send
such information through the Internet.

Individuals and companies save

substantial sums of money by using the mail rather than telecommunications, or
by simply bringing data storage devices with them when they travel.25

This

practice reached ironic proportions when the president and CEO of Arctic Fibre –
a large company installing a massive fiber optic submarine telecommunications
cable across the Arctic and through the Northwest Passage – was recently forced
to use a courier to deliver his environmental report on the high speed cable to a
governmental review board.26 In the digital age, residents of the High North are
still forced to workaround their lack of digital means.
III. Reasons for the Digital Divide
Telecommunications capacity is so limited and costly in the Arctic because
of the economics behind bringing such services to the region. Currently, nearly
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all telecommunications are provided by satellite systems, and the data
transmission and infrastructure necessary for such activity are incredibly costly.
Very generally, the steps required to bring about these services involve: building a
satellite, launching it, constructing ground infrastructure such as Earth stations
and transmission towers, transmitting data up to the satellite and then back
down to the serviced region, and maintaining the entire system.27

The

expenditures required for these undertakings can quickly add up to hundreds of
millions of dollars. And this is before the unique aspects of Arctic environments
are factored in.
The natural and demographic characteristics of the Arctic have large
causal roles in the region’s dearth and high costs of telecommunications
infrastructure and services.28 The harsh winters and drastic differences in
temperature

between

seasons

have

numerous

negative

effects

on

telecommunications: they hamper construction and the transport of people and
materials; exact significant stress on and damage to installed systems; and
generally increase construction and maintenance costs.29 The installation and
upkeep of modern telecommunications infrastructure is not cheap to begin with.
But add on Arctic-specific expenses and risks and it becomes even more of an
undertaking for companies.
In addition, the Arctic’s relatively sparse population offers firms a very
small consumer base from which to recoup installation and maintenance outlays
and turn a profit.30

This is the core reason for the high prices of Arctic
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telecommunications services.31 It is essentially a matter of economies of scale:
southern locales are charged less for services because costs can be spread out
across larger populations while Arctic communities are charged more because
costs are spread out over much smaller populations. The numbers simply do not
add up to directly address Arctic telecommunications needs.32
All together, the high cost of telecommunications infrastructure and
services and the Arctic’s natural and demographic qualities create a mixture that
depresses northern development.
IV. Why the Digital Divide Matters
In the summer of 2009, the Canadian military undertook the annual
training exercise “Operation Nanook” around Iqaluit: the Arctic capital of the
northern territory of Nunavut.33 While underway, the area’s telecommunications
network gave out, impacting both the local community and those involved with
the exercise.
Following the incident, the Canadian Government commissioned the
ACIA.34 The report, published in 2011, concluded that “[t]he influx of out-ofterritory personnel arriving in one community overloaded the local cell phone
and Internet network, and severely hampered the communication capabilities of
the emergency responders conducting the operation.”35 Had it been an actual
emergency situation, the jamming of the network would likely have had serious
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repercussions for the health and safety of residents and the personnel engaged in
military operations.
Reliable and effective telecommunications capabilities are integral for
emergency and safety services to carry out their mandates. A participant in the
interviews leading up to the ACIA said, “Reliable communications is our Achilles
heel when responding to a disaster in the Arctic.”36 But this is not just a problem
for responding to large-scale disasters. It hamstrings smaller-scale services as
well. A memorandum submitted by the State of Alaska to the U.S. Department of
Commerce in 2014 on the condition of U.S. Arctic telecommunications
infrastructure

highlighted

this

fact.

Looking

broadly

on

the

basic

telecommunications capabilities of emergency, safety, and other government
services, it found them all lacking, some severely.37
Linked to the aforementioned issue is that Arctic connectivity issues force
northern regions to rely on very limited sources of bandwidth – i.e. a small
number of telecommunications satellites. If something goes wrong, there is little
bandwidth redundancy upon which to fall back on.
An example of this problem occurred roughly five months after the ACIA
was published. Due to a “technical anomaly” with their satellite service, residents
of Nunavut “and off-road communities in the Northwest Territories and Yukon”
lost almost all telecommunications.38 The anomaly came about when control
over one of the three satellites serving northern Canadian communities was lost
and it turned in the wrong direction, thus losing its line-of-sight communications
with the ground.39 As a result,
[l]ong distance and local phone services, the internet [sic], cellular connections,
and automated banking services were all unavailable. Many banks closed for the

Id.
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day as the sole connection between northern branch locations and southerly
headquarters had been rendered inoperative. Retail debit and credit transactions
could not be processed.

Airlines decided to ground flights departing from

Nunavut due to the loss of radar and weather services.40

The territorial government was forced to institute emergency communications
measures for the roughly fifteen and a half hours during which service was
down.41
Beyond

handicapping

emergency

and

other

services,

inadequate

telecommunications infrastructure constrains communities in myriad additional
everyday

ways.

The

modern

economy

and

services

run

through

telecommunications. The FCC has stated that “[a]ccess to robust broadband
service is a necessity in today’s world for jobs, education, civic engagement and
economic competitiveness.”42 As put by Jason Evans of The Arctic Sounder: “We
are essentially left out…[T]he world in which we live is increasingly operating on
the assumption that everyone in it has access to high internet [sic] speeds.”43
Therefore, “accessible, reliable and affordable communications services are seen
as a foundation for Northerners to meet many of the socio-economic challenges
they face.”44
On the business front, it is estimated that “[b]roadband-connected
businesses in Alaska bring in $100,000 more in median annual revenues” than
those without such connections.45 Slow and expensive broadband connections
inhibit operations and growth and dig into company finances.46

Overall,
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“[e]nhanced connectivity would mean more competitive [northern] businesses”47
and “small and medium sized business creation and growth.”48

Improved

telecommunications capacity would also lessen the logistical challenges of
operating in the Arctic and increase the region’s attractiveness to outside
businesses – including, for better or worse, to natural resource developers.49
Superior information infrastructure would also allow the more widespread
use of tele-services in the High North, particularly telehealth and tele-education
resources.50

Telehealth involves “the use of electronic information and

telecommunications technologies to support long-distance health care.”51 Arctic
residents face both increased health risks due to northern weather and climate as
well as limited healthcare services.52 Some Arctic regions are also confronting
relatively severe and widespread mental health problems that they have had
trouble addressing.53 Due to their remoteness and health, northern communities
end up underserved and spending significant amounts on medical transportation
to bring individuals to where they can receive care.54 Going forward, “[i]n order
for arctic communities to provide adequate healthcare to [their] people, there
must be a sustainable means of delivering this care at a distance.”55

Northern Connectivity, supra note 7, at 153
Id. at 26.
49 Id. at 25.
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available
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53 See Nikki Wiart, Nunavut’s Suicide Epidemic, WORLD POLICY (July 22, 2015, 8:58 AM),
http://www.worldpolicy.org/blog/2015/07/22/nunavut%E2%80%99s-suicide-epidemic (“Inuit
youth are dying by suicide at an alarming rate in northern Canada — over the past 20 years, Inuit
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Telecommunications limitations therefore materially impact the health of Arctic
populations.
Many of the same issues with Arctic healthcare that result from
remoteness also afflict education. Compared to southern regions, educational
opportunities and materials in the High North are rather sparse.56 But increased
telecommunications speeds and distribution would spread regional educational
capacities and open up a bevy of global resources to Arctic classrooms and
individuals.

Teachers

and

professors

could

utilize

tools

such

as

videoconferencing, educational videos, and online course and classroom
supplements to expand their lesson plans and expose their students to more
sources of information.57

Students, researchers, professionals, and other

individuals could take online courses, access scholarly journals, and interact
more with peers.58

But for infrastructural shortcomings, the Internet could

provide a world of educational opportunity to northerners.
Finally, beyond the limitations outlined above, telecommunications
deficits significantly constrain the personal lives of Arctic residents.

Their

abilities to access news sources, conduct e-commerce, utilize social networking
sites, and generally communicate with one another fall far below those of
individuals in more southern communities. They are less able to use modern
technology and networks to find fulfillment and engage with one another.
In so many ways – likely more than have been mentioned in this section –
the relative lack of regional telecommunications capacity inhibits the lives and
opportunities of those in the High North.

It is therefore of paramount

importance that this situation be actively and effectively addressed.
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